At the beach
I found a pit
I played in the pit
my mom and dad bout two and a half
pounds of salt water taffy.
I wrote a note and rolled it up and put it in
a bottle, I threw it in the oven.
I flew a kite, the kite flew off the string.

The author of this narrative is a
curly-haired six-year-old who is
in his last month of kindergarten. He printed the story on wide-
lined pink primary paper and then propped it up on the back of an IBM
Selectric III so he could read it as he
typed. When I sat down next to him on
a low chair, knees tucked under my
chin, he ignored me completely, but
continued to type, searching the key-
board with intense concentration for
each letter. When he finished, I asked:
"Can you read me your story?" He did
so, rapidly and accurately. Next ques-
tion: "Do you like to type?" "Yes." Final question: "What do you like best
in here?" "The computer."

James M. Wallace is Professor of Educa-
tion, Lewis and Clark College, Portland,
Oregon.
Kindergarten students in the Portland, Oregon, Writing to Read program are learning to use typewriters and computers to write creatively even before they begin using conventional spelling.

Writing to Read has received much attention in both the educational and the popular press. Its early results have been so positive that a number of writers have hailed it as a possible partial solution to America's literacy crisis. At the request of Martin and IBM, the prestigious Educational Testing Service is conducting an extensive analysis of the system. And individual districts, like Portland, are conducting their own evaluations.

For those of us influenced by the educational ideas of Dewey, Ashton-Warner, Freire, and the language-experience approach, the system has a strong attraction. It begins with the natural language of children and provides a variety of ways for them to express their language. It proceeds from the assumption that children are curious about language, as they are about other aspects of their lives, and that—with support and encouragement—they will use that curiosity to develop their power over language. It begins with the active process of writing rather than the (usually) more passive process of reading. It stresses creation first, followed by correctness later. It uses student “errors” (they are not so labeled) as a means of learning about the inconsistencies of English spelling. While its developers do not so describe it, the system appears to put the old progressive wine of “learning by doing” in the new bottles of advanced technology.

All of this was intriguing enough to me so that I recently undertook my own search for usable truths about Writing to Read. This search led me to five of the 14 schools in which Portland is trying out the system, to administrators who are responsible for implementing and monitoring it, and to researchers evaluating it. Consistent with the Writing to Read approach, in my description I'll stress the process of this inquiry as much as the products of it.

The Child's View
I began by trying to get a child's-eye view of this program. I did this literally, attempting whenever possible to sit down next to students on little plastic chairs, seeing the equipment, materials, and adults from their perspectives.

A typical class begins as the kindergarten children, accompanied by their teacher, enter the Writing to Read (WTR) laboratory. They look like they have been assembled for a United Nations presentation: blacks, whites, Asians, redheads, blondes, brunettes. There are 22 of them, and they fan out around the room to their pre-assigned stations. Four sit down at the typewriters and begin to compose or type stories they have printed by hand.

Three pick up "Punch-a-Shape" cards (not part of WTR) and learn the shapes of letters by punching them out. Four go to stations where they follow along in picture books while they listen to taped stories. Three go to a writing table to compose their own stories on wide-lined paper. Four work at a table where they trace letters in work journals. And four others go to computer terminals, put on earphones, and type words in response to printed, graphic, and auditory messages.

Four adults—their teacher, an aide, a building Writing to Read coordinator, and a parent volunteer—move unobtrusively around the room helping students remember where they left off yesterday, suggesting starting points for today's activities, finding materials, and encouraging their efforts to learn.

The atmosphere is that of a good kindergarten room: students are interested but not frantic; there is a pleasant murmur of conversation; children work together at various learning centers; adults are quietly easing students into learning activities. The difference is in the technological richness of the room. In addition to the usual papers, pencils, chalk, workbooks, games, puzzles, and books, there are tape players, IBM Selectric III typewriters, and IBM Personal Computers. And by late spring, most of the students seem to feel as comfortable with all this machinery as with the more traditional classroom materials. They insert paper into the typewriters, search out the letters they want, press the return key and space bars, and back-space to make corrections. They find the tapes that match the books they want to read and insert them in the cassette players. They require more help with the computers, but work quite skillfully on particular sequences.

The computer is seen as the new element of the program, so let's watch another kindergarten student as she works with the system. She sits down at the computer, a boy at her side, and puts on earphones as the teacher inserts the diskette for Cycle 3 and gets the program started. A picture of a leg appears on the screen along with the letters l-e-g. The picture disappears and the word remains. In response to audio instructions, the girl presses the letters l-e-g on the keyboard. As she finishes this, the letters return to their proper places around the margin of the screen. The audio tells her, "Again!" and she again spells it out on the screen. The letters l-e-g shimmer and move on the screen, helping the girl to focus on them and to ignore any distractions (which are, in fact, minimal in this room). After satisfactorily completing this process she goes on to the word "three."

This girl has already learned, through the first two cycles, to write cat, dog, fish, pig, sun, and bed. In cycle three she has learned "rabbit," and is now practicing with "leg" and...
As she completes the ten cycles, she will learn to type 30 words. The girl and her fellow students learn through these computer programs how to use the 26 letters and the 42 phonemes they will need to write English phonetically.

**The Educator's View**
A shift to the perspective of adults may help to put this girl's experience in context. As I visited classrooms, most aids, teachers, and parents were so busy helping children that I asked them few questions. I did observe, however, that they were calm, patient, and helpful. The equipment and activities were so engrossing to most students that the adults could concentrate on the human parts of their work: motivating and encouraging students, helping them get "unstuck," prompting them to talk about what they had written or read. But between periods I was able to get some response to the program. One aide said that she likes Writing to Read because "the kids do something—and think." A parent volunteer expressed enthusiasm for the program's stress on phonics. She liked working with Writing to Read because it enabled her to give her son realistic help at home.

However, the greatest enthusiasm for Writing to Read was expressed by district curriculum administrators and the building coordinators of the program. One noted that students come to school eager to write, and WTR enables them to do so quickly and satisfyingly. He noted that because the children are interacting with the computer, they feel they are in partial control of what they learn. Another stressed the advantage that students have when they get early familiarity with the keyboard, both on the typewriter and the computer. He also described Writing to Read as an excellent remedial program for students who had difficulty with phonics. Another said that the program is very motivating for students, that the learning stations help them focus on specific skills, and that WTR is "the best available application of the language-experience approach combined with technology."

But school personnel are not being swept off their feet by the system. Most have been around schools long enough to have seen panaceas come and go. They are willing to give the program a good try but are not blind to its defects. They notice the occasional student sitting bored at the computer after too many repetitions of "rabbit" and hit the "escape" button for him. They see deficiencies in workbooks, such as the lack of direction signs to help students form letters easily. They see the need for a better integration of writing and reading activities, and for some emphasis on comprehension. Several noted that students object to the unnaturally slow pace of the reading on the tapes. Some believe that the program still needs to develop more sophisticated and more interactive software. But all six of the administrators and coordinators with whom I talked see these as problems that can be gradually worked out, either by national Writing to Read developers or by district personnel. All see the program as helpful to children and want to continue to work with it.

**The Evaluator's View**
With these mostly positive impressions in mind, I next went to Portland Schools' new administration building, where I had been invited to sit in on a meeting of researchers who are responsible for monitoring and evaluating the system. One of them described their three-year task of evaluating an over-publicized program: in the first year they will "just blow the foam off it"; the second will be a "shake-down" year, and the third will be the real evaluation.

Their effort will supplement the Educational Testing Service (ETS) study of Writing to Read. Only 15 of Portland's classrooms are included in the ETS sample, but Portland will study all 64 of the district's participating classes (approximately two-thirds kindergarten, one-third 1st grade, and a few 2nd grades). ETS is not doing systematic observations, but Portland will conduct three one-hour observations in each of 26 WTR laboratories. The California Test of Basic Skills will be used to evaluate progress in Writing to Read classrooms and in control-group classrooms. This only begins to suggest the complexity of the task facing Portland's researchers. Holding all variables constant is as challenging...
as getting a roomful of squirming 1st graders to sit still on Friday afternoon. Some of the students have had pre-kindergarten and some have not; some are in half-day kindergartens and others attend all day; little baseline data is available; different schools provide varied amounts of staff support.

In the light of these difficulties, the main message from the evaluators was: interpret your impressions cautiously. They are still smarting from the response to a recent report in which the Portland Research and Evaluation Department had said: "Our existing efforts to use Computer-Assisted Instruction in the elementary schools are overall a failure." This was not the message that some administrators had expected and wanted to hear. And, considering the strong administrative support for Writing to Read, the researchers want a very careful evaluation of the system. They already anticipate that their interpretations of it may not be as "upbeat" as those that will come out of the Educational Testing Service. As one of them said, "It is likely that the national results will be positive or construed as positive." He warned against a "market-driven bias" in the ETS evaluation. And, in the light of broad claims for Writing to Read effects, he noted that it may be only a way of "accelerating movement through a narrow range of skills."

In spite of their research-oriented caution, the evaluators were willing to speculate briefly about future possibilities for Writing to Read. One noted that Writing to Read may provide a means of encouraging teachers to use a language-experience approach to teaching reading and writing. Another suggested that it might work most effectively as part of a true continuous progress model. Their comments left me with two questions to consider:

Given the expense of Writing to Read, in personnel, time, hardware, and materials, could equal or better results be obtained through other means? If the system turns out to be as effective as claimed, is this a result of the teaching strategy, the particular equipment and programs, or some combination of the two?

The Vital Relationship Between Students and Their Words
So my search for a usable truth about Writing to Read goes on. And I continue it with the enthusiasm of the participants and the caution of the evaluators. I will be eager to see if the participants can sustain their initial optimism as they and the evaluators sort out what is really at work here. New technology? More sophisticated learning sequences? New teacher roles? Learning stations? Student choice and motivation? The word "motivation" suggests one of the keys, and brings us back to the father of progressive education, John Dewey. As I sat in different classrooms, watching six-year-olds manipulate the latest products of the industrial age, I wondered what Dewey would make of all this. As I saw children working with computers, typewriters, teachers, and each other, I recalled Dewey's persuasive words:

"The equipment and activities were so engrossing to most students that the adults could concentrate on the human parts of their work: motivating students, encouraging them, helping them get 'unstuck'!"

Methods for learning to read come and go across the educational arena like the march of supernumeraries upon the stage. Each is heralded as the final solution of the problem of learning to read; but each, in turn, gives way to some later discovery. The simple fact is that they all lack the essential of any well-grounded method, namely relevance to the child's mental needs. No scheme for learning can supply this want.

Only a new motive—putting the child in a vital relation to the things to be read—can be of service here.
The Writing to Read system assumes that students will have the most "vital relation" with their own thoughts and words and those of their fellow learners. And it provides a means by which children can quickly and creatively learn to express their ideas through invented spelling that makes sense to them. With a realistic understanding of the phonetic basis of English writing, they can then securely and confidently deal with the complexities and inconsistencies of "book spelling."

If Writing to Read—and comparable systems—fulfill their early promise, teachers will have to continue to intensify the challenge of redefining their roles. They will spend less time in transmitting information and conducting drills, and more in helping students assess their "mental needs" and develop "vital relations" with the real and symbolic worlds. They need not fear being replaced by technology as they find their instructional skills enhanced by it.

Students are also struggling with these complicated relationships between themselves, the new technologies, and their teachers. Given the objectives of the Writing to Read system, it is appropriate to give the last word to one of Portland's six-year-old authors, who addressed this message to her teacher:

I like the typewriter Best of all and I like to work with you
And I like listen to the story's
But best I like working with you
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Another CTB area of expertise: Instructional Systems for Mathematics

New approaches to mathematics assessment and instruction designed to support different instructional models for Grades K–8+

The DMI Mathematics Systems (DMI/MS), published by CTB/McGraw-Hill, meet the needs being expressed by teachers and administrators for new approaches to the management of classroom mathematics instruction. DMI/MS can be successfully implemented and managed by teachers with little or no mathematics background because of the clarity and thoroughness of its objectives-based content structure, its flexible management system, and its support components.

The DMI Mathematics Systems will provide specific and understandable information about student achievement of mathematics skills and a means of monitoring and evaluating progress that will be useful to teachers, administrators, and outside constituencies concerned with student achievement in mathematics.

The DMI Mathematics Systems are easy to understand and flexible to use. They will help students learn mathematics and will help teachers teach it.